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Ahmed Al-Raissouni and Those Long-Suffering Muslims [1]

Author(s):
Jihad Watch [2]

Source Item:
Ahmed Al-Raissouni and Those Long-Suffering Muslims [3]
Summary:

There is no easy way to summarise this article, you need to read it.

Muslims in Greater Manchester fear persecution according to new report [4]

Source Item:
Muslims in Greater Manchester fear persecution according to new report [5]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/07/2018
Summary:
Muslims in Greater Manchester are living in fear of persecution according to a new report. The report was
ordered by the city region mayor Andy Burnham in the wake of the Arena bombing. It found that lack of
information about the Government's 'Prevent' anti terror strategy was fuelling the fears.

Austria enforces "Hijab-Ban" - Muslims are outraged and cry "Islamophobia" [6]

Source Item:

Austria enforces "Hijab-Ban" - Muslims are outraged and cry "Islamophobia" [7]
Country:
Austria
News Date:
12/06/2018
Summary:
Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz has announced his intention to ban the wearing of the headscarf by children,
as it has no religious basis, declaring "We are a land of freedom, not oppression!". In countries such as Iran and
Saudi Arabia, the Islamic veil symbolizes oppression of women under Sharia law. Sharia law is incompatible
with Western values.
People who want to live under Sharia law can go to Iran, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Syria, etc.

It's not Just the Terrorists: al-Sisi's Government Persecutes Egypt's Christians [8]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [9]

Source Item:
It's not Just the Terrorists: al-Sisi's Government Persecutes Egypt's Christians [10]
Summary:
It is one thing for Egyptian President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi not to be able to prevent surprise Islamic terror attacks
against Egypt's Christians, the Copts. But what does one make of the fact that his own government also
discriminates against and persecutes Copts?
Most recently, a court sentenced [11] 19 Muslim defendants to a one-year suspended sentence for attacking an
unregistered church near Giza last December 22. Then, dozens of Muslim rioters had gathered outside the
building; they eventually stormed it and "destroyed the church's contents and assaulted Christians inside."
Based on this sentencing (from a misdemeanor court no less), the defendants are not required to serve prison
time unless they get into trouble again. On the other hand, a Coptic Christian defendant was fined 360,000
Egyptian pounds (equivalent to $20,383) for setting up the unlicensed church. The court's logic is that, by
using an unregistered building as a church, the entire incident is the Copt's fault—for aggrieving local
Muslims. Meanwhile, the well-known fact is that getting a church permit in Egypt is as difficult as getting a
mosque permit is easy...Havoc ensues when Copts merely try to renovate a church, while ten mosques are
opened every week [12]. In other words, if the government did not make it so difficult for Copts to congregate
and worship, Copts would not need to resort to using private homes and unregistered buildings.
This is hardly the first such incident to reflect the Egyptian authorities' flagrant double standards. Muslim
uprisings against Copts meeting in private homes or using unregistered buildings to worship are common
occurrences. Local officials usually side with the rioters. Last summer, in the village of Kom al-Loufy in Minya,
where some 1,600 Copts have for five years been trying to reopen their church, Muslims rampaged through the
village, burning Christian homes to the ground, based on a rumor that Copts were using one of their homes as
houses of worship.

How Islam Creates Sociopaths [13]

Author(s):
Nicolai Sennels [14]

Source Item:
How Islam Creates Sociopaths [15]
Summary:
The daily mass killings, terror, persecutions and family executions committed by the followers of Islam are
nauseating, and the ingenuity behind the attacks — always looking for new and more effective ways of killing and
terrorizing people — is astonishing: hijacking jumbo jets and flying them into skyscrapers, hunting unarmed and
innocent people with grenades and automatic rifles in shopping malls, planting bombs in one’s own body, using
model airplanes as drones, attaching large rotating blades to pickup trucks and using them as human lawn
movers, killing family members with acid or fire, hanging people publicly from cranes in front of cheering crowds,
etc.- in addition to stabbing people in the back, shooting parents in front of their children, slitting throats of
sleeping babies, etc.
It makes one ask oneself: what creates such lack of empathy and almost playful and creative attitude towards
murdering perceived enemies?
....
The problem with Islam and Muslim culture is that there are so many psychological factors pushing its followers
towards a violent attitude against non-Muslims that a general violent clash is — at least from a psychological
perspective — inevitable. With such strong pressure and such strong emotions within such a large group of people
— all pitched against us — we are facing the perfect storm, and I see no possibilities of turning it around. For
people to change, they have to want it, to be allowed to change, and to be able to change — and only a tiny
minority of Muslims have such lucky conditions.
Far too many people underestimate the power of psychology embedded in religion and culture. As we have
already seen, no army of social workers, generous welfare states, sweet-talking politicians, politically correct
journalists or democracy-promoting soldiers can stop these enormous forces. Sensible laws on immigration and
Islamization in our own countries can limit the amount of suffering, but based on my education and professional
experience as a psychologist for Muslims, I estimate that we will not be able to deflect or avoid this many-sided,
aggressive movement against our culture.
I do believe that we, as a democratic and educated society can become focused and organized concerning the
preservation of our values and constitutions, can win this ongoing conflict started by the often inbred followers of
Sharia. The big question is how much of our dignity, our civil rights, and our blood, money and tears will we lose
in the process.



Manchester Bombing and the Prophet of Islam [16]

Author(s):
UKIP [17]

Source Item:
Manchester Bombing and the Prophet of Islam [18]
Summary:
Why do politicians and other religious illiterates intone the vacuous mantra that Islam is a ‘religion of peace’every
time there is an atrocity like the Manchester bombing, last week? 9/11 should have stopped such nonsense in its
tracks sixteen years ago. But no, they continue to inform us that Islamic terrorism has nothing whatever to do
with ‘peaceful’ Islam.

An End to the Grievance-Based Counterterrorism Approach [19]

Author(s):
A.J. Caschetta [20]
Middle East Forum [21]

Source Item:
An End to the Grievance-Based Counterterrorism Approach [22]
Summary:
Until we acknowledge the ideology that attracts men like Ronald Fiddler, and then fight that ideology, addressing
specific grievances of specific individuals or groups is futile. Or as Melvin Lee put it, "Acquiescing to political
grievances will not alter the fundamental incompatibility between Lockean precepts of tolerance and current
interpretations of Islam: Only Islam's fundamental reform will resolve the conflict."

Corporate America is Allowing Sharia to Creep In [23]

Author(s):
Bruce Cornibe [24]
Counter Jihad [25]

Source Item:
Corporate America is Allowing Sharia to Creep In [26]
Summary:
Even outside of fear of drawing an Islamist attack, avoiding conflict with Muslim employees affects both
the company’s ‘inclusive’ image, and its liability to lawsuits by activist groups like the Council on American
Islamic Relations (CAIR). When special interest activist groups put pressure on businesses to give into their
demands businesses often (depending on the issue/s) concede rather than face bad publicity. Businesses placating
to Muslim demands is one of the objectives of the Hamas-affiliated CAIR [27]. Masquerading as a civil liberties
[28] organization for Muslims, CAIR, as mentioned in the video [29], pressures businesses into accommodating
the most trivial of Muslim practices advocated for in sharia law.

Raymond Ibrahim: The Ugly Truth about Muslim Grievances [30]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [9]
Jihad Watch [2]

Source Item:
Raymond Ibrahim: The Ugly Truth about Muslim Grievances [31]
Summary:
Do you know the difference between a supremacist grievance and an egalitarian grievance? This is the key to
understanding the widely held claim that Muslim grievances are the source of Muslim violence.
....
In short, anytime non-Muslims dare to overstep their Sharia-designated “inferior” status, supremacist Muslims
become violently aggrieved.
From here, one can begin to understand the ultimate Muslim grievance: Israel.
For if “infidel” Christian minorities are deemed inferior and attacked by aggrieved Muslims for exercising their
basic human rights, like freedom of worship, how must Muslims feel about Jews — the descendants of pigs and
apes, according to the Koran — exercising power and authority over fellow Muslims in what is perceived to be
Muslim land?
How dare they?!

Labour MP: ‘Support’ Sharia Courts and Scrap ‘Racist’ Government Inquiry [32]

Source Item:
Labour MP: ‘Support’ Sharia Courts and Scrap ‘Racist’ Government Inquiry [33]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
02/11/2016
Summary:
A Labour MP has said a long-awaited government inquiry into Britain’s sharia courts is ‘Islamophobic’ and should
be dropped, proposing the religious legal system should be offered state ‘support’. Speaking ahead of Tuesday’s
launch of the Home Affairs Select Committee inquiry Naz Shah, who will give evidence, argued the courts were
“complimentary” to British law and were simply “under-resourced”. She also claimed members of the Muslim
community had said they thought the inquiry was “Islamophobic and racist”.

Asian Councillor Accused of Playing Race Card to Bully Resident Who Raised
Concerns Over New Mosque [34]

Source Item:
Asian Councillor Accused of Playing Race Card to Bully Resident Who Raised Concerns Over New Mosque [35]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
24/10/2016
Summary:
A pensioner has accused his Asian local councillor of bullying him by accusing him of Islamophobia, after he and a
number of other residents raised concerns over a sizeable mosque to be built on local greenbelt land.

Muslims call for Norway minister to resign after pork post [36]

Source Item:
Muslims call for Norway minister to resign after pork post [37]
Country:
Norway
News Date:
21/10/2016
Summary:
Norwegian Muslims have called on the country’s integration minister to step down after she said that immigrants
should adapt to a culture of pork, alcohol and no face-veils. Sylvi Listhaug, a minister appointed by the antiimmigrant Progress Party, caused outrage on Monday when she made an incendiary post on the eve of an national
integration conference. “I think those who come to Norway need to adapt to our society. Here we eat pork, drink
alcohol and show our face.

Charlie Hebdo’s Zineb El Rhazoui pens searing open letter to would-be jihadists
[38]


Author(s):
EMMA-KATE SYMONS [39]

Source Item:
Charlie Hebdo’s Zineb El Rhazoui pens searing open letter to would-be jihadists [40]
Summary:
The Moroccan-born journalist skewers the notion that France’s Islamists are defending a lost cultural identity,
telling them: “You are your own persecutor

French Burkini Controversy Was Set-Up By Muslim Activists In Concert With
Television Station [41]

Source Item:
French Burkini Controversy Was Set-Up By Muslim Activists In Concert With Television Station [42]
Country:
France
News Date:
24/09/2016
Summary:
“Selectively edited” Footage of a young Muslim woman wearing a so-called Burkini being threatened on a French
beach was a deliberate set-up for the benefit of a Channel Seven Australia television crew, according to
revelations in the Australian press.

Muslim woman fined after LYING about being attacked for wearing hijab [43]

Source Item:
Muslim woman fined after LYING about being attacked for wearing hijab [44]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
22/09/2016
Summary:
A MUSLIM woman who claimed she was assaulted for wearing a hijab days after the Paris attacks has been fined
after CCTV footage proved she had made the whole thing up.

Sharia law is 'not fit for the UK', says a Labour Muslim MP (Sadiq Khan) [45]

Source Item:
Sharia law is 'not fit for the UK', says a Labour Muslim MP (Sadiq Khan) [46]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
12/10/2008

The Victims of Islam - Bill Warner, PhD [47]
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